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'And in another letter:
I have been advised of the invaluable assistance you rendered in connection with
the autopsies performed on the bodies which were identified as the three missing
civil rights workers.
This is indeed a splendid example of the cooperation which law enforcement
agencies need in order to operate effectively. My associates and I deeply appreciate
your help in this matter.
'I trust these sober and forthright statements of the cooperativeness and
effectiveness of our department in aiding the FBI in obtaining full and
complete information will serve to correct the unwarranted false implica-
tions made in this regard. I trust you will be able to publish this letter in
the very near future."
Sincerely yours,
Robert Q. Marston, M.D.
Vice Chancellor and Dean
Dr. Marston's letter was sent to Dr. Lasagna who furnished the
following reply.
"Dr. Marston's letter, and a memorandum from him dated August 11,
indicate that the Federal Bureau of Investigation was satisfied with the co-
operation provided by the University of Mississippi in regard to the post-
mortem examinations on the civil rights workers, and that the University
adopted an 'aggressive policy' of not releasing information to the press.
Certainly nothing in Dr. Spain's remarks or in my article was intended to
incriminate the University of Mississippi per se. Dr. Spain's findings did,
and do, raise the possibility of unethical conduct on the part of one or more
physicians as an explanation for the strange discrepancies between the
actual autopsy findings (one body was never examined beyond excision of
the bullet track until Dr. Spain performed a full autopsy in New York City)
and the newspaper accounts carried in various parts of the country. Unfor-
tunately, legal restrictions seem to prevent candid discussions at this time
and make it difficult for anyone in Mississippi to describe exactly what
happened. Nothing would please me more than to learn that any and all
Mississippi physicians were completely innocent of distorting the truth.
Perhaps one day the complete story will be told."
Sincerely,
Louis Lasagna, M.D.